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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Service Cloud for their contact centers for 3000 users. They have ~10 million
customers. The average speed response time expected is less than 5 seconds with 1,500 concurrent users. What type
of testing will help UC measure the page response time? 

A. Unit Testing. 

B. Load testing. 

C. System Integration Testing. 

D. Stress Testing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers is in the final stages of building a new application to track custom containers. During a review of
the application, a business subject Matter Expert mentioned that it would be nice to be able to track additional container
types beyond what was originally scoped during the plan and design phase. Which two actions should be performed to
mitigate the risk? Choose 2 answers. 

A. Escalate and communicate to stakeholders the risk and mitigate it by allocating additional resources to support the
new requirement based on stakeholders input. 

B. Have a discussion with the business subject Matter Expert and communicate that the Salesforce has limitations in
supporting such a feature to mitigate the risk. 

C. Escalate and communicate to stakeholders the risk and mitigate it by extending the timeline of the project to support
the new requirement based on stakeholders input. 

D. Have a discussion with the business subject Matter Expert and communicate that anew developer environment will
be needed to mitigate the risk. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

A team has completed a sprint and intends to deploy these changes after business approval, but they will immediately
begin the next sprint. What strategy should an architect recommend? 

A. The first task of the new sprint must be the deployment approval. After that, the other tasks of the sprint can be
performed in the environments and Git. 

B. Using Git, create a release branch from the develop branch. All fixes must be made in the release branch. After
deployment, merge release with develop. 

C. Commit upcoming changes to the features branch without merging into the develop branch. Deploy from the develop
branch and then merge new sprint features into the develop branch. 
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D. Migrate the current code to the UAT sandbox. Begin new sprint development in the Dev sandbox. Make fixes in the
UAT environment and deploy UAT for production after business approval. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers\\' developers are working on a Visualforce page in a sandbox when an administrator adds a new
field to Production. Which two approaches could an architect suggest to an administrator that would assist the
developers in their development process? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use a Change Set to deploy the changes from Production to the sandbox, to ensure that changes made in production
are reflected in the sandbox that the developers are working on 

B. Use Salesforce-to-Salesforce to deploy the changes from Production to the sandbox, to ensure that changes made in
production are reflected in the sandbox that the developers are working on 

C. Manually replicate the same changes in the developer sandbox to ensure that changes made in production are
reflected in the sandbox that the developers are working on 

D. Refresh the developer sandbox to ensure that changes made in production are reflected in the sandbox that the
developers are working on 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Salesforce and wants the custom code to be unit tested for all the adverse
conditions. Which two best practices should an Architect recommend while implementing Test Classes? Choose 2
answers 

A. Execute test classes under various profiles 

B. Test classes should not create custom setting data. 

C. Test classes must use existing data in the environment. 

D. Test data must have positive as well as negative data. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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